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We consider the situation in which an observer internal to an isolated system wants to measure the total
energy of the isolated systemsthis includes his own energy, that of the measuring device and clocks used, etc.d.
We show that he can do this in an arbitrarily short time, as measured by his own clock. This measurement is
not subjected to a time-energy uncertainty relation. The properties of such measurements are discussed in detail
with particular emphasis on the relation between the duration of the measurement as measured by internal
clocks versus external clocks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interpretation of quantum mechanics is based to a
large extent on understanding the measurement process. This
is because measurements are the interface between quantum
systems and the observer. The present paper is devoted to the
study of measurements in a very particular situation, namely,
we shall consider an observer inside an isolated system who
attempts to measure the total energy of the isolated system.
We shall be particularly interested in the time it takes the
internal observer to measure the total energy. Our analysis
sheds light on several troublesome aspects of quantum me-
chanics: the nature of observable quantities in quantum me-
chanics, the interpretation of energy measurements, the inter-
pretation of isolated systems, and the interpretation of time
for such systems.

A central theme in our paper is the interpretation of the
time-energy uncertainty relation in the context of energy
measurements. Before delving into the specific subject of
this article it is useful to recall what is known about this
question. It was initially believedsin analogy with the situa-
tion for position and momentum analyzed by Heisenbergd
that the precisionDE with which the energy of a quantum
system is measured and the timeT taken by the measurement
are related byTDEù1 swhere we take"=1d f1g. However, it
was shown by Aharonov and Bohmf2g that this intuition is
incorrect and that the energy of a quantum system can be
measured in arbitrarily short time.sFor a collection of re-
prints on quantum measurements, including the above two
articles, see Ref.f3gd. Recently it was realized that in order to
carry out the fast measurement of Aharonov and Bohm the
Hamiltonian must be known before hand. If the Hamiltonian
is not known then the energy cannot be determined instanta-
neously, and in this case the precisionDE with which the
energy of a system is measured and the time taken for this
measurement are constrained byTDEù1 f4g.

In the works described above the measurement is carried
out by an external observer who couples the system to be
measured to an external measuring device for a timeT. Aha-

ronov and Reznikf5g added a twist to this problem by asking
whether an observer internal to an isolated quantum system
can measure the total energy of the system itself. They
showed that such internal measurements of the total energy
are indeed possible. Aharonov and Reznik illustrate this by a
simple example in which a self gravitating system, say a
planet of radiusR, ejects outwards a small massm. By mea-
suring the timet it takes the mass to fall back onto the planet
one can determine the mass of the planet and thus deduce its
total energyE through the correspondence between energy
and massE=Mc2. Aharonov and Reznik also present a more
abstract mathematical model to illustrate this, see Sec. II for
a detailed presentation of this model.

One of the main points of the present work is to show that
in discussing the time taken to measure the energy of an
isolated system one should make a distinction between the
time measured by the external observersthe external time
textd and the time measured by the observer internal to the
systemsthe internal timetintd. In particular when discussing
the time energy uncertainty one should distinguish whether
the duration of the measurementT is measured in internal or
external time. Note that having the time of the internal and
external observer differ is completely compatible with the
usual principles of physics, and in particular with general
relativity where different observers have in general com-
pletely different time variables. We discuss this point further
below.

Referencesf2,4,5g complemented with the results ob-
tained in the present article show that the relationship be-
tween the precisionDE with which the energy of a system is
measured and the timeT taken for this measurement is much
richer than previously thought. Indeed there are many cases
which can be considered according to whether the observer
which carries out the measurement is internal or external to
the system, according to whether the duration of the mea-
surement is measured in internal or external time, and ac-
cording to whether the Hamiltonian of the system is known
or unknown. Table I summarizes these different possibilities
as well as what is known about them. Case 1 in the table is
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the situation analyzed in Ref.f2g, case 2 is the situation
analyzed in Ref.f4g, and case 7 is the subject of the present
article. We will also make some comments about case 5.
Note that little or nothing is known about most of the cases
in the table. Thus much more work is required to completely
understand the status of the time-energy uncertainty relation
in the context of energy measurements.

Let us now turn back to the case of the internal observer
who wants to measure the total energy of an isolated system
and who knows the Hamiltonian of the isolated system. In
the particular examples they analyze Aharonov and Reznik
find an intriguing effect, namely, that the precisionDE with
which the total energy is measured and the time taken for the
measurement are not independent. They find that they are
related byTDEù1. On the basis of these examples they go
on to argue that this is a fundamental constraint relating the
precision with which the total energy of an isolated system is
measured and the amount of time taken to carry out the mea-
surement. A central result of the present article is to correct
this statement.

Let us first note that if Aharonov and Reznik’s claim was
to be confirmed it would have important consequences for
the interpretation of observable quantities in quantum me-
chanics because it would mean that there are quantities
which are observable in principle, but are not observable
instantaneously because they can only be measured in a finite
time. This could give rise to some surprisingseven paradoxi-
cald situationsf8g and is contrary to the situation concerning
all other measurements of observables. For instance, it is
quite obvious that a position measurement can be done arbi-
trarily fast. And it was shown in Ref.f2g that any observable,
and in particular the Hamiltonian observable, can be mea-
sured in arbitrary short time.sNote that the instantaneous
measurements described in Ref.f2g require a measuring de-
vice with arbitrarily large energy external to the system to be
measured. They therefore cannot be applied to measurements
of the energy of an isolated system by an internal observer.d

A clear understanding of measurements of total energy by
an observer inside an isolated system therefore have direct
bearing on the interpretation of quantum mechanics and in

particular on what is meant by an observable quantity. In this
paper we shall resolve the apparent paradox discovered by
Aharonov and Reznik. To this end we must, as mentioned
above, distinguish two notions of time for isolated systems.
First there is the internal timetint. This is the time as mea-
sured by a clock inside the isolated system. We shall show by
an example that the precisionDE with which the internal
observer measures the total energy of the isolated system and
the amount of internal time taken for the measurementTint
are not mutually constrained. In particularTint can be much
smaller than 1/DE, see case 7 in the table.sThroughout this
article we will denote by the capital letterT the duration of
the measurement and by the small lettert the time variable.d

Second there is the external timetext. This is the time
which would be measured by an observer outside the system.
We do not know whether the precisionDE with which the
internal observer measures the total energy of the isolated
system and the amount of external time taken for the mea-
surementText are mutually constrained, although it is tempt-
ing to conjecture, see Sec. IV, that in this caseTextDEù1
holds. At present, however, we leave a blank in case 5 in the
table.

The resolution of the apparent paradox uncovered in Ref.
f5g is therefore that the internal observer can measure the
total energy arbitrarily fast in his own proper time. Similarly
the total energy of the isolated system can be measured by
the external observer arbitrarily fastf2g. Thus the energy of
an isolated system can be measured arbitrarily fast in the
proper time of the observer, whether or not he is internal to
the system or not.

As mentioned above having the internal and external
times differ is not in contradiction with basic physical prin-
ciples. Indeed in general relativity the clocks of two systems
have no reason to be synchronized, or to stay so during their
evolution. We can thus imagine that the isolated system is a
planet. For an observer at the surface of the planet and an
observer at infinity, the times differ by the gravitational red-
shift factor tsurface=Îg00t`. If g00 is constant this is just a
rescaling of time. But ifg00 changes during the energy mea-
surement itself, than the amount of external timeT` and the

TABLE I. Summary of relations between the precisionDE with which the energy of a system is measured
and the timeT taken for the measurement, according to whether the observer which carries out the measure-
ment is internal or external to the system, according to whether the duration of the measurement is measured
in internal or external time, and according to whether the Hamiltionian of the system is known or unknown.

Observer who carries
out the measurement
sexternal or internald

Time variable for which
the duration of the

measurement is minimized
sexternal or internal timed

Hamiltonian of the system
sknown or unknownd

Constraint on duration
of the measurement

1 external external known Text arbitrarily small

2 external external unknown TextDEù1

3 external internal known

4 external internal unknown

5 internal external known

6 internal external unknown

7 internal internal known Tint arbitrarily small

8 internal internal unknown
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amount of internal timeTsurface taken for the measurement
may differ in a nontrivial way. Thus we can imagine that the
measurement begins by a dynamical evolution during which
g00 decreases from its initial value to a very small value. This
could, for instance, be due to a gravitational collapse of the
planet which stops just above its Schwarzschild radius. Once
g00 is small the internal observable carries out the measure-
ment of his total energy. Once the measurement is finished
the planet expands and bringsg00 back to its initial value.
This shows that the measurement can have very different
durations for the internal and external observer. In Sec. III
we shall show that the duration for the internal observer can
be arbitrarily short.

Furthermoreg00 is in fact an operator and can have un-
certain value. This means that the relation betweentsurfaceand
t`, and hence the relation between internal and external time,
becomes uncertain. This effect is inevitable and plays an es-
sential role in understanding these measurements, as we dis-
cuss below.

In what follows we first review the mathematical model
of Aharonov and Reznik and point out its limitations. We
then introduce an alternative model in which the energy of an
isolated system can be measured by an internal observer ar-
bitrarily fast in his internal time. Finally we discuss its inter-
pretation.

II. THE MODEL OF AHARONOV AND REZNIK

Aharonov and Reznik consider an isolated system con-
taining a clock. The system is describedsin the terminology
of Ref. f5gd by the HamiltonianHc+Hbox, whereHc=−i]x
=px is the Hamiltonian of the internal clock variable
x sfx,pxg= id and Hbox is the Hamiltonian of the rest of the
isolated system. For simplicity we takeHbox to be indepen-
dent of x, but the analysis can be easily generalized to the
case where it depends onx.

In addition the isolated system contains a measurement
variableq with conjugate momentump. The outcome of the
measurement will be recorded in the value ofp. The mea-
surement only takes place forxi øxøxf. Thus forx,xi or
x.xf the measuring device is uncoupled to the system and
the total Hamiltonian isHc+Hbox swe take for simplicity the
free Hamiltonian of the measuring device to be zerod
whereas betweenxi øxøxf the measuring device is coupled
to the system. Aharonov and Reznik take the coupling to be
a von Neumann–type interactionf6,7g of the form1

H = Hc + Hbox + S1

2
gsxdHc +

1

2
Hcgsxd + gsxdHboxDq. s1d

Here gsxd is the coupling function which is nonzero only
whenxi øxøxf. We takegsxd to increase rapidly from zero

to g when the measurement starts, then to stay constant dur-
ing the measurement, and to decrease rapidly to zero when
the measurement ends, see Fig. 1. The duration of the mea-
surement, as measured by thex variable, will be denotedL
=xf −xi.

Let us suppose the system is in an eigenstate of the total
energy

HuCl = E0uCl, s2d

that the box is in an eigenstate ofHbox

HboxuuEbox
l = EboxuuEbox

l, s3d

and that the measuring device is in an eigenstate of the mea-
surement variableq. Then the state of the isolated system can
be written as

uCl = csx,E0,Ebox,qduqluuEbox
l. s4d

Substituting into Eq.s1d one obtains the exact solution

uCl =
1

Î1 + gsxdq
e−iEboxxeiE0ex dx8

1+gsx8dquqluuEbox
l. s5d

The internal time is

tint = x

since this is the variable that multipliesEbox. Indeed if one
realizes a superposition of different states with differentEbox
then the internal state of the box will evolve in timex= tint.

On the other hand, the external time, expressed as func-
tion of the variables of the isolate system, is

textsx,qd =Ex dx8

1 + gsx8dq

since this is the variable that multiplies the total energyE0.
Indeed if one realizes a superposition of states with different
values ofE0, then one will find thattextsx,qd. t swhere the
wave function is solution ofi]tC=HC, i.e., t is the absolute
external time which can be measured to arbitrary high preci-
sion by an external observer with sufficient energyd.

In order to analyze the solution Eq.s5d Aharonov and
Reznik suppose thatgsxdq!1 and then expand the phase in
Eq. s5d to first order ingsxdq. Note that whengsxdq!1, the
external time and the internal time coincidetext= tint and the
two need no longer be distinguished. As we shall see in Sec.
III these times need not necessarily coincide.

One of the points of the following discussion is to show
that the first order expansion of Aharonov and Reznik is not
always legitimate. To illustrate this we shall keep the second

1Recall that for measuring a variableA the standard von Neumann
interaction Hamiltonian isgstdAq wheret is the time variable, i.e., a
classical parameter. In our case, however, the role of time is played
by the clock pointerx, so thatgstd→gsxd. Furthermore in our case
A=Hc+Hbox. Sincegsxd does not commute withHc the interaction
Hamiltonian has to be symmetrized:gsxdHc→ fgsxdHc+Hcgsxdg /2.

FIG. 1. The functiongsxd that controls when the measuring
device is coupled to the total energy.
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order terms in the phase. Thus we approximate Eq.s5d as

uCl =
1

Î1 + gsxdq
e−iEboxxeiE0ex dx8s1−gsx8dq+g2sx8dq2duqluuEbox

l.

s6d

After the measurement, i.e., whenx.xf, and using the fact
that exi

xf dx8 gnsx8d.Lgn fsee the form ofgsxd in Fig. 1g we
have

uCl = e−iEboxxeiE0xe−iE0Lgq+iE0Lg2q2
uqluuEbox

l, x . xf . s7d

Let us now suppose that initially the measuring device is in a
Gaussian stateNe−q2/2s2

centered onq=0 with width Dq=s
sN is the normalization constantd. Then at late times the state
becomes

uCl =E dq Ne−q2/2s2
eisE0−Eboxdxe−iE0Lgq+iE0Lg2q2

uqluuEbox
l

= N8eisE0−EboxdxE dpexpF−
sp − LgE0d2

2

s2

1 + 4L2g4E0
2s4

3s1 + i2Lg2E0s2dGupluuEbox
l, s8d

where we have rewritten the state in momentum representa-
tion.

Thus we see that the mean value ofp has been displaced
by

p → p + LgE0. s9d

This means that a measurement of the total energy of the
isolated system has indeed taken place and that its value is
registered in the pointerp.

The spread in the value ofp is given by Eq.s8d:

Dp =
1

s
Î1 + 4L2g4E0

2s4.

The precisionDE0 with which the energy is measured is thus

DE0 =
1

Lgs
Î1 + 4L2g4E0

2s4. s10d

In discussing the precision of the measurement we must
thus distinguish two cases according to the values ofE0.

s1d uE0u,1/2Lg2s2. In this caseDE0.1/Lgs. We recall
that gs!1 fthis is the condition for the expansion ingsxdq
in the phase to be validg and thatL=T is the duration of the
measurementswe do not distinguish between internal and
external time since whengs!1 they coincided to obtain

TDE0 @ 1. s11d

Note that one can come close to saturating this relation when
gs is not very small compared to 1.

s2d uE0u.1/2Lg2s2. In this case it is the second term
under the square root in Eq.s10d which dominates and one
cannot even come close to saturating Eq.s11d. In fact when
uE0u increases one is further and further from saturating Eq.
s11d.

Several remarks are now in order. First of all the param-
etersg,s,L can be chosen by the internal observer. But once
they are chosen they are fixed. This means that there will be
only a finite band of energy for which Eq.s11d can be ap-
proximately saturated. As the energies get further and further
from this band one is further and further from saturating this
inequality. This means that Eq.s11d does not have a funda-
mental character in the context of the model of Ref.f5g.

Second the initial state chosen abovee−q2/2s2
implies that

the resolution of the measurement is maximal nearE0=0. By
putting a phase on the initial state one can change the energy
at which the resolution comes close to saturating Eq.s11d.
But it will always be optimal in an energy band only.

Third in the above calculation we took a Gaussian initial
state and expanded the phase to second order so as to be able
to do an exact calculation. It is not difficult to persuade
oneself—for instance, by using an analogy with the effect of
dispersion on propagating waves—that the general conclu-
sion, namely that the time energy uncertainty relations11d
can only be saturated in an energy band, continues to hold
for arbitrary states and when the phase is expanded to higher
orders ingq.

In summary there are two problems with the conclusions
of Ref. f5g concerning the time energy uncertainty. First of
all it is only a model, and one should not draw universal
conclusions about the validity of the time-energy uncertainty
from a single model. Secondly in this model the time-energy
uncertainty, although it is obeyed, does not appear as funda-
mental since for most values of the energy is cannot be satu-
rated.

III. A MODEL WHICH ALLOWS INTERNAL OBSERVERS
TO MEASURE THE TOTAL ENERGY

ARBITRARILY FAST

We now introduce an alternative model that allows an
internal observer to carry out measurements of the total en-
ergy arbitrarily fast in his own internal time. The Hamil-
tonian of the box, the clock and the measuring device is

H =
Hbox

1 + qgsxd
+

1

2
S 1

1 + qgsxd
Hc + Hc

1

1 + qgsxdD , s12d

where the notation is the same as in Sec. II, Eq.s1d.
Note that this Hamiltonian can be thought of as describing

the isolated system undergoing gravitational collapse as dis-
cussed in the Introduction. Indeed the Hamiltonian of such a
collapsing planet would beH=Îg00Hplanet. Our model thus
corresponds to taking the metric to beÎg00=1/f1+qgsxdg.
Note that this metric is an operatorssinceq andx are opera-
torsd. This will play a crucial role in what follows.

The exact solution of the Schrödinger equationHuCl
=E0uCl is

uCl = Î1 + gsxdqe−iEboxxeiE0ex dx8f1+gsx8dqguqluuEbox
l, s13d

where the notation is once more as in Sec. II, Eq.s5d.
In the present case the internal time is
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tint = x s14d

and the external time, expressed as function of the variables
of the isolate system, is

text =Ex

dx8f1 + gsx8dqg s15d

since these are the functions that multiplyEbox and E0, re-
spectively, in the phase ofC. Note that before and after the
measurementg=0 and the internal and external time coin-
cide. But we will allow them to be very different during the
measurement.

After the measurement, whenx.xf, the solution takes the
form fwhere we use the form ofgsxd given in Fig. 1g

ucl = e−iEboxxeiE0xeiE0LgquqluuEbox
l, x . xf . s16d

Thus after the measurement the momentump of the measur-
ing device has been displaced by

p → p − LgE0. s17d

Note that no approximations have been made in obtaining
this result, contrary to the way Eq.s9d is obtained in the
model of Aharonov and Reznik. If the momentum of the
measuring device has spreadDp, then Eq.s17d constitutes a
measurement of total energy with precision

DE0 =
Dp

Lg
. s18d

In order to interpret Eq.s18d we must specify the initial
state of the measuring device. We will take the initial state to
only have valuesq.0. This ensuresssince g.0d that the
Hamiltonians12d never becomes infinite and that the model
is well defined. We will thus suppose that the initial state is
centered onq̄ with width Dq such thatq̄@Dq. Note that
these constraints are compatible with taking the initial state
to be almost Gaussian and thus to almost saturate the in-
equality DqDpù1. The constraint on the precision of the
measurement can be rewritten as

DE0 ù 1/sLgDqd s19d

and this inequality can be almost saturated in the case of the
quasi-Gaussian states just mentioned.

The amount of internal time it takes to carry out the mea-
surement isTint=L. We can chooseL arbitrarily small. We
can also chooseg such thatLgDq is arbitrarily large. Thus
the internal observer can measure the total energy of the
system to arbitrarily high precision in arbitrarily small inter-
nal time. This is our main result.

IV. THE RELATION BETWEEN INTERNAL
AND EXTERNAL TIME

Now we come to an interesting point, namely, how the
external time variabletext is related to the internal time vari-
able tint and how the duration of the measurement, as mea-
sured by the two observers, are related. Let us imagine that
before the measurement starts both clocks are synchronized
and that the measurement starts att=0 as indicated by both

clocks. As soon as the measurement is finished, the internal
observer sends a signal to the external observer. What will be
the timeText indicated by the external clock?

To answer this question we use Eqs.s14d ands15d to find

Text = Tint + Tintgq. s20d

Tint is well defined. However,q is an operator and has un-
certainty. ThereforeText is uncertain. This raises two ques-
tions: what is its average valueText and what is its spread
DText?

The uncertainty is given byDText=LgDq. The constraint
Eq. s19d can thus be interpreted as a relation between the
precision of the measurement and the uncertainty in the du-
ration of the measurement as measured in external time:

DE0DText ù 1. s21d

We will argue below that this constraint is universal and
must apply to all measurements of total energy by an internal
observer.

The average duration of the measurement isText=Tints1
+gq̄d. Since in our modelDq! q̄ the average duration of the
measurement, as measured in external time, is constrained by

DE0Text ù 1. s22d

However, as discussed below we are not sure whether this
constraint is universal.

We now address the universality of Eqs.s21d ands22d. To
this end let us view thetotal system consisting of the internal
and the external system as a whole. Let us suppose that the
total system is in an energy eigenstate. Let us also suppose
that initially the internal and external times are correlated
sthis is possible sincetext− tint commutes with the total energy
Etotald. Then the internal measurement of the internal energy
can also be viewed as saying that the internal observer is
measuring the energy of theexternalsystem.

But we know that when an external observer measures the
energy of a system the internal clock gets randomizedssince
the energy of the system and the clock variable are conjugate
operators in the usual sensed. Now in the previous example
the internal observer can be considered “external” to the
original external system which now becomes the “internal”
system. Hence the original internal observer’s measurement
must randomize the original external time. Thus Eq.s21d
must always hold.

Does this imply that Eq.s22d is also universal? At first
sight one would think so. But so far we have been unable to
find a proof. fFor instance, it seems logically possible—
although unlikely—that one could devise a model in which
the measurement almost always takes a very short external
time, and very rarely takes a very long external time, in such
a way that the average duration of the measurement is arbi-
trarily short, but the spread in the durations obeys Eq.s21d.
Such a model would not satisfy Eq.s22dg. We thus leave the
universal validity of Eq.s22d as a conjecture.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that it is possible for an internal observer
to measure the total energy of an isolated system in arbitrary
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short internal time. This was done in a particular model. An
interesting question is whether one can make the model more
realistic, for instance, by basing it on the model of gravita-
tional collapse discussed in the Introduction. In this respect
one problem pointed out to us by Aharonovf8g is that in our
model the Hamiltonian is not bounded from below. We are
not sure to what extent taking a positive Hamiltonian will
modify our conclusions. Preliminary investigations suggest
that our main conclusions will remain unchanged.
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